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It gives me great pleasure to present the second Annual Report of DSCI. In its second year of
existence DSCI has made significant progress as a Self-Regulatory Organization the most

notable achievement during this period has been the drafting of the best practices frameworks
for Data Security and Privacy. These entailed a rigorous process of mapping the important
legal and regulatory regimes and practices prevailing in different parts of the Globe and
interacting with a broad cross-section of stakeholders, particularly clients and service providers.
The process of implementation of the framework is being tested in a few leading organizations.

DSCI successfully held the annual security event with the support of NASSCOM. The event was
well attended and received. The feedback received from the delegates, who were mainly
security professionals, indicated that the content provided during the course of the event was
of a very high order. Several other events were also successfully organized. DSCI was, therefore,
able to attract a large no. of IT/BPO companies to become members, including a few non-
NASSCOM member companies.

DSCI continued to interact with the Govt., particularly for framing rules under the provisions
of the amended IT Act, which would have an impact on the IT/BPO sector, especially in respect
of security and privacy. For this purpose DSCI undertook a transparent process of consultation
with all stakeholders, usually adopted by regulators, before sending its recommendations to
the Govt. DSCI also participated in important international events and projects and was thus
able to network with renowned experts on security and privacy.

DSCI was established at the initiative of NASSCOM to enable the IT/BPO sector in India to
demonstrate to the world that they function in an environment that was safe and secure that
satisfied all the needs for ensuring data security and privacy. DSCI is dedicated to fulfill this
aspiration of the IT/BPO sector.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all my fellow Board members
and the members of the Steering Committee for all the support extended to us. I would also
like to thank all the chapter members for participating in the deliberations of the respective
Chapters and providing feedback to us. I would also like to express our gratitude to the Dept.
of Information Technology for all the assistance and guidance given to make this initiative a
truly public-private partnership model.

Shyamal Ghosh
CHAIRMAN, DSCI

Message from the Chairman
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Message from the CEO

DSCI continued its journey into the second year to develop best practices for data
protection. The focus on information visibility across the organization, to help generate

a risk – based assessment, led us to start from a set of security principles. DSCI Security
Framework (DSF©) and DSCI Privacy Framework (DPF©) along with their associated best
practices were the outcome. These have been copyrighted by us. This helped bring about
dynamism into security to enable an organization respond to ever increasing threats, while
reducing bulkiness in security programs. The methodology that has been developed along
with DSF© is based on these very principles. The result is a unique framework with best practices
that are based on the learnings of ISO 27001, and FISMA implementation among others.
Compliance with regulations is the outcome of DSF©, and not its starting point. It was gratifying
to receive a favorable response from analysts, clients and service providers.

Privacy protection, as part of data protection, has been specifically emphasized through DPF©,
which has its own set of best practices and privacy principles so as to be in conformance with
the regulations of countries where our clients are located.

Encryption is a key requirement in data protection. DSCI has worked closely with the
government through a number of key international players including experts from the US, the
UK and Japan with experience in drafting and implementing encryption policy in those countries.
This resulted in better understanding of encryption requirements of industry by the
government, and also established confidence among security agencies that they could work
closely with industry to access decrypted data.

Yet another notable achievement during the year was a submission by DSCI to the European
Union for allowing Binding Corporate Rules to data processors. The EU has accepted the idea,
and is in the process of drafting such rules, to be known as Binding Safe Processor Rules
(BSPRs).

The Executive Security Action Forum (ESAF) comprising a number of CIOs from the Fortune
100 companies at RSA 2009 Security Conference endorsed the idea of DSCI certification and
ratings of service providers based on DSF© to bring about cost and time efficiencies in the
entire process of security assurance.

DSCI gained valuable experience in privacy concerns of Biometrics projects while organizing
an important conference on “Biometrics and Data Protection Concerns” under the EU funded
RISE project. It was much appreciated. Participation in other conferences such as that of
Privacy Commissioners in Madrid; RISE conferences in Hong Kong and Brussels allowed
opportunities to interact with, and present DSCI approach on best practices to regulators and
key government officials.

We organized the Best Practices Workshop, as also the NASSCOM – DSCI Annual Security
Conference, which attracted enthusiastic participation of IT/BPO industry as also security
vendors; and government and public sector. A number of events were organized in various
parts of the country to continue the security awareness campaign. During the year, DSCI
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forged linkage with the banking sector through a conference at IDRBT, and also by getting it on the Board of
Directors; by establishing working relationship with the Indian Banks’ Association.

DSCI provided thought leadership in data protection through a number of papers such as Security and Privacy Concerns
in the UID Project, Encryption Policy Issues under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008, Building an Ecosystem for Cyber
Security and Data Protection in India, Data Protection – Security and Privacy Issues.

Finally, the DSCI - KPMG Security Survey, with the active support of CERT-In, resulted in some interesting findings.
While the Chief Executives of companies are seized of security, and are lending support to it at the governance level,
employee non-seriousness has emerged as a major concern. The companies will have to do a lot of work in their
internal communication program to bring security awareness to them. We are preparing a number of CBTs on Do’s
and Don’ts, awareness on IT (Amendment) Act to help employees appreciate security issues.

We are grateful to DIT for its continued support, and to NASSCOM for its involvement in the DSCI Program and for
providing continuous guidance. DSCI Board members and the Steering Committee members keenly reviewed our
program throughout the year, and provided invaluable guidance. Special thanks to the Advisory Group on Best
Practices which regularly reviewed the best practices program and provided insights to improve the same. Support of
Chapter Members and industry is gratefully acknowledged.

We look forward to implement DSF© and DPF© over the next year.

Kamlesh Bajaj
CEO, DSCI
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Board of Directors

The DSCI Board of Directors consists of eight directors, five of whom are Independent Directors. During the year
2009-10 three leading industry figures joined the DSCI Board of Directors. Their wide and rich experience in their

area of expertise has benefited DSCI immensely.

The present composition of the Board is as follows:
Three Directors representing NASSCOM- the present Chairman, President and ex-Chairman
Three Independent Directors nominated by NASSCOM - including the Chairman, one Director from the Indian
Institute of Science (IISc) and one Director representing the Department of Information Technology (DIT).
Two other Independent Directors have joined whose induction into the Board was ratified by the AGM in its
meeting in August, 2009. One Director brings with him a rich experience of the Banking Industry, while the
other Director brings in the E-Commerce Industry experience.

The Board of Directors as on March 31, 2010 was as follows:
Mr. Shyamal Ghosh (Independent Director and Chairman, DSCI)
Mr. Pramod Bhasin (Chairman, NASSCOM) (replaced by Mr. Harsh Manglik, current Chairman, NASSCOM)
Mr. Som Mittal (President, NASSCOM)
Mr. Jaithirth Rao (Former Chairman, NASSCOM and Industry figure)
Prof. N. Balakrishnan (Independent Director and Professor, Indian Institute of Science)
Dr. Gulshan Rai (Independent Director and Director General, Cert – In, DIT)
Mr. B. Sambamurthy (Independent Director and Director – IDRBT)
Mr. Ajit Balakrishnan (Independent Director and Founder CEO - rediff.com)

B O A R D   O F   D I R E C T O R S

Shyamal Ghosh Pramod Bhasin Som Mittal Jaithirth Rao

N. Balakrishnan Gulshan Rai B. Sambamurthy Ajit Balakrishnan
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Vision, Mission and Objectives

Data Security Council of India was established by NASSCOM as a Self-Regulatory Organization (SRO) to promote
data protection through best practices and standards, in line with evolving global regulatory landscape.

Vision

Harness data protection as a lever for economic development of India through global integration of practices and
standards conforming to various legal regimes.

Mission

To create trustworthiness of Indian companies as global sourcing service providers, and to assure clients worldwide
that India is a secure destination for outsourcing where privacy and protection of customer data are enshrined in the
global best practices followed by the industry.

Objectives

Public Advocacy on data protection and cyber security, both in India and abroad: Engage with governments,
law enforcement agencies and judiciary for a strong and credible  data protection regime through appropriate
policy instruments.

Capacity Building through security and privacy awareness seminars, workshops, trainings, and conferences

Thought Leadership: Develop, Promote and Implement Best Practices and Standards for Data Security and
Data Privacy

Independent Oversight as a credible and committed body that would oversee data security and privacy
implementations and evolve a mechanism to provide independent assurance over service provider’s
preparedness.

Establish a Dispute Resolution Mechanism based on Alternative Dispute Resolution Procedures acceptable
to clients and service providers

Cyber Crimes Speedier Trials through training of law enforcement agencies and judiciary in cyber forensics
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Our Stakeholders

DSCI’s activities are guided by the Board of Directors and a Steering Committee. It also benefits from the active
participation of its member companies.

The Steering Committee comprises members from leading IT and BPO companies from India and abroad. They are the
thought leaders of the industry in information security and data protection domain.  The Advisory Group, a sub-
committee comprising of the Steering Committee members was constituted to advise on, and vet the DSCI Best
Practices Frameworks for data protection. The Advisory Group met frequently to review the DSCI approach to data
protection and made a number of important suggestions and recommendations which have been incorporated in the
content aggregation program and the DSCI Best Practices Framework.

The Steering Committee frequently reviews and comments on papers  prepared on various subjects that are of
interest to DSCI members, including consultation papers and policy papers that have to be submitted to the Govt.
These included the following during the year: Best Practices, Encryption policy and Security and Privacy issues in the
UID project.

The Steering Committee met twice during the year to provide direction to DSCI on its activities. The first Steering
Committee Meeting of the year was held on April 15, 2009 in Mumbai, while the second Steering Committee Meeting
was held in Mumbai on December 03, 2009.

DSCI stakeholders also include organization and individual members, from various industries like IT, BPO/KPO, BFSI,
Telecom, as well as security vendors & consultants. Clients and regulators are also among the stakeholders.

These members critically review DSCI’s efforts on policy & consultation papers and also help in enhancing security &
privacy awareness in their respective cities.
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DSCI Members and Chapters

As on March 31, 2010, DSCI had 429 organizations as organization members and over 800 security professionals as
Chapter members in their individual capacity.

Among them were over 250 senior management security professionals, representing 446 companies across India.
DSCI Chapter members are spread across 10 cities namely Delhi including the NCR, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai,
Mumbai, Pune, Ahmedabad, Jaipur, Kolkata and Chandigarh.

C O M P A N I E S  A S S O C I A T E D  W I T H  C H A P T E R S
(Sector-wise Breakup)

O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L  M E M B E R S
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DSCI Programs & Initiatives

During the year, DSCI continued with the implementation of its important projects that were initiated in the
previous financial year:

Development of DSCI Best Practices through the Content Aggregation Program
Cyber Security Awareness Project of the Department of Information Technology, and
European Union funded Project RISE on Biometrics Security and Data Protection.

Given below are highlights of the Programs and Initiatives undertaken by DSCI during the year:

Best Practices: The Best Practices initiative which began in the latter half of the last financial year 2008-2009
was completed during the current financial year, 2009-2010. Data Protection Best Practices were developed
with the active guidance and support of the Advisory Group of the Steering Committee. The Best Practices
Framework that emerged was based on the practices established through the Content Aggregation Program
(CAP) and collaboration with knowledge sources and information security experts. Several workshops were
conducted under the banner of ‘Best Practices Meet’ to promote these practices. Security surveys also
contributed to this process.

Collaboration and Engagement: Collaborated with various legal experts and knowledge sources to understand
the privacy regimes in different parts of the world, especially the prime markets for IT/BPO industry, to prepare
Best Practices for Data Privacy applicable across the outsourcing industry. DSCI efforts brought privacy into the
Indian landscape for the first time. It also submitted a privacy paper in DTU; held closed group meetings with
the legal representatives of service provider companies, to better understand standard contractual clauses
under EU directive and participated in RISE conference in Brussels.

e-Forums: Created e-forums with various interest groups – Govt, academia, IT/BPO companies and security
vendors – to leverage their expertise and current practices being followed by the IT and BPO companies, and
to use their capabilities on training them.

Industry Consultation: Submitted many consultation papers on various policy issues under the IT Amendment
Act, 2008 which also included recommendations on the Encryption Policy; position paper on Security and
Privacy Challenges in UIDAI project; Privacy Issues and the EU Data Protection Directives.

Awareness Program: Conducted ‘Cyber Safe’ awareness campaigns in various cities that aimed at different
target audiences such as the police, judiciary, corporates, banks, small companies, government users and
schools and colleges to promote cyber safety and security measures.

Computer Based Training Program: Initiated ‘Learning Management System’ (LMS) for promoting cyber
security awareness through Computer Based Trainings (CBTs).

DSCI Website: Initiated a revamp of the DSCI website in order to provide a platform for various interactive
programs apart from disseminating content on security and privacy Best Practices.

DSCI Framework Pilot Implementation: Carried out a pilot implementation of DSCI Security Framework  in
some of the major BPO companies in India.
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Best Practices for Data Protection: DSCI frameworks for Data Security and
Data Privacy

A successful organization has a mission that describes its reason for existence and reflects its unique values and
vision. Achieving this mission requires active participation and co-ordination between different functions /

departments within an organization. Enterprise-wide information security is one of the key areas an organization
must manage well for achieving its mission. Regardless of the nature of organizational assets that need to be secured
— information or technological assets, physical, or personnel  — the organization must have a security strategy that
can be implemented, measured and revised as the business and technological environment changes.

Today, within any industry, many security Frameworks, methodologies, checklists and best practices are being followed
for security implementation. But information security incidents and sensitive data breaches continue  at an alarming
rate. TJX and Heartland data breaches are insightful case studies that are talked about. The Ponemon Institute and
Compuware’07 survey reported that 69% of the respondents use live data for testing of applications and 62 % used
live data for software development. Half the companies surveyed outsourced their application testing and shared live
data. Most of the times, these companies have no real way of knowing if the live data used in outsourced testing
environments has been compromised. Moreover, according to Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report
2008, the theft or loss of a computer or other data-storage devices accounted for 48% of data breaches that could
lead to identity theft and for 66% of the identities exposed. The attackers / hackers’ main aim is to compromise the
end-users for financial gain. The US Govt. also reported that the intrusions into its digital infrastructure have resulted
in cyber criminals stealing intellectual property of economic value of more than US $ 1 trillion in 2008 alone. Further,
the Verizon Business 2009, Data Breach Investigations Report, suggests that more than 285 million records were
compromised in the year 2008.

Data protection is therefore emerging as a major concern worldwide. Organizations however, do not realize the
importance of the data elements that they need to protect. Security programs of different functions / departments
within an organization are generally executed in silos with inadequate interaction / co-ordination. Because of which,
they fail to understand and recognize the sensitivity of the data element that needs to be protected – they don’t have
an overview of data inflows or outflows  – or from which process or function data are accessed and how should  they
store, transmit, process or dispose the data in their environment.

Any security program requires a clear and comprehensive end-to-end approach for accurately identifying, assessing
and mitigating the real risks faced by any organization. The coverage of these risks across the enterprise and beyond
is critical. The key is to understand the data flows within the organization and beyond (vendors, suppliers, partners,
consultants, etc.). Some questions that organizations need to answer are:

Do you have a visibility of “data access points” in your organization?
Have you built access control mechanisms based on the type of users accessing your environment (internal,
external, trusted or untrusted)?
Do you track the changing value or importance of data over its tenure in the organization?
Are you aware of:
– Sensitivity of “the data element”?
– Client perception about data being transferred?
– Client customer perception about transborder flow of his data?
– Specific data protection law that makes you liable?
– Contract provisions that include data protection clauses?
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– Can you demonstrate your preparedness?
Do you know who is accessing the data?
How is it processed at your end?
How are you transmitting and storing data?
Does your security program cover that particular data element that it is dealing with?
How are you securing it?
Is the security adequate and accurate?
Are you aware of scenarios that lead to leakage?
Are you aware of trends that affect data security?
Have you checked their relevance for the specific data?
What is the course of action in case of a breach?

DSCI Data Protection Frameworks addresses the above questions and its implementation methodology addresses the
real risks faced by an organization. This is possible because the Frameworks are based on core security principles,
which are as follows:

 Creating Visibility: Visibility that provides a consolidated view of all the elements, promotes understanding of
your environment, ensures convergence & integration, assures effective compliance demonstration and helps
attract management attention

 Strategic, Tactical & Operational views of disciplines: This ensures structured understanding of security and
defense, solves complexity of expanding security ecosystem, ensures allocation of sufficient resources & efforts
at all layers, and brings clarity in roles & responsibilities

 Vigilance over recent trends:  This strengthens defence against perennial & evolving threats, relates security
initiatives to current trends, aligns protection to address new threats and increases awareness about evolving
strategic options
Coverage & accuracy:  This ensures that the scope of security initiatives is extended to all the desired elements,
assures that critical vulnerabilities or weaknesses are not left unaddressed and brings accuracy in the deployment
of countermeasures
Tactical mechanisms:  These mechanisms ensure consistent effectiveness of countermeasures, bring continuous
discipline in defense and govern security initiatives effectively

 Compliance demonstration:  The focus is on demonstration capability of security initiatives that promises better
compliance governance, brings efficiency in compliance operations and eases efforts in addressing new
compliance requirements

DSCI approach and principles are based on bringing dynamism in security, where demonstration of ‘Compliance’ is an
end objective of security initiatives. DSCI Best Practices and principles result in mature compliance processes and ease
in addressing new compliance requirements.

DSCI Security Framework (DSF©)

DSCI Security Framework comprises a set of 16 Best Practices for achieving data protection. The Best Practices under
these 16 areas emerge as distinct security disciplines such as:- Application Security (APS), Infrastructure Security
(INS), Business Continuity and Disaster Management (BDM), Monitoring & Incident Management (MIM), Physical
and Environmental Security (PES), etc. These disciplines are constantly evolving and expanding in an organization’s
ecosystem and demand more focused resources, efforts, treatment and skills. The Framework relates security initiatives
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to contemporary understanding,
aligns to evolving trends and
presents a tactical approach for
managing security in each of these
disciplines. The Framework is
based on guiding principles of DSCI
and looks at security from the data
perspective. It believes that
specifics of an individual data
element that need to be protected
are important and the Best
Practices are compiled to bring
visibility of that specific data
element. The Framework is not
driven by compliance but
demonstrates compliance through
implementation of its Best
Practices.

Best Practices under each of the 16 disciplines of the Framework have been compiled such that they provide organization
strategic, tactical and operational considerations for implementation, so as to achieve a desired maturity level in
each of the disciplines.

The framework can also be mapped by security services’ model as well as a technological model based on the products
and services being offered by various companies.

DSCI Privacy Framework (DPF©)

The concept of ‘Privacy’, which
traditionally meant intrusion into
one’s physical space, has become
much larger in the cyberspace. Data
Privacy is evolving as a basic right
of consumers. In certain countries,
it is recognized as a fundamental
right, guaranteed by the
constitution and supporting legal
framework. While various countries
share the goal of enhancing privacy
protection of their citizens they take
a different approach to privacy
protection.

To protect privacy of personal
information from unauthorized
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use, disclosure, modification or misuse, DSCI has conceptualized its approach in the DSCI Privacy Framework (DPF©)
which is based on the global privacy best practices and frameworks.

DPF© includes a set of best practices for achieving data protection and is based on 9 Best Practices and 12 Privacy
Principles. The DSCI Privacy Principles aim at promoting electronic commerce globally and are consistent with the
core values of International Privacy Frameworks – Fair Information practices, OECD Privacy principles, EU Data
Protection Directive, US Safe Harbor principles, Canada’s PIPEDA, AICPA GAAP and APEC Privacy Guidelines.

DSCI believes that DPF© will help service providers, in their capacity as data processors, to initiate and implement
privacy program in line with their clients’ requirements. It will also provide guidance to India based organizations in
their capacity as data controller to address emerging privacy concerns of their customers.

DSF© and DPF© have been copyrighted by DSCI.

DSCI Framework Implementation Methodology

DSCI implementation methodology starts with a ‘Visibility’ exercise, which brings a consolidated view of data at the
central level. It analyses and identifies the integrated view of the data within the findings. The methodology focuses
on the recent trends and applies to current security controls in the organization. It creates a risk profile that is data-
centric. DSCI makes uses of its Best Practices approach to evaluate strategic options, both in terms of the process and
technological controls available for addressing these risks, and strengthening the security posture. DSCI believes that
once visibility over data is created at the central level, it is easier to bring dynamism in the security program as recent
trends, vulnerabilities and incidents can be considered and appropriate risk management measures can be taken on
a continuous basis.

D S C I  F R A M E W O R K  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N

Framework Benefits and Value Addition

The Best Practices constituted by DSCI under DSF© and DPF© overcome the shortcomings of other Frameworks as they
focus on:

Data-centric approach – to identify and mitigate real risks (even at sub-process level).
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Dynamic design – technology & services models; discipline focused to respond to evolving security & privacy
ecosystem and emerging threats & vulnerabilities.
Security-practices based instead of control-based – advocates not only what to do but also how to do in the best
possible way.
Prescriptive in nature – to minimize subjectivity.

These Frameworks bring great value addition to enterprise security efforts of the organization by:
Identifying real risks even at sub-process levels.
Responding to latest threats and vulnerabilities thereby establishing credibility and trust amongst stakeholders.
Channelization, prioritization and optimization of investment and resources to ensure that these are
commensurate to address the real risks faced by the organization.
Development / enhancement of discipline-specific skills within an organization for better ‘discipline in defense.’
Demonstrating compliance through implementation of Best Practices.
Reducing costs of regulatory compliance as single Framework addresses multiple regulations.
Bringing harmonization of security efforts across the organization and thus yielding high Return on I Investment
(ROI).

A detailed presentation on the approach and the methodology developed by DSCI has been made to the Advisory
Group, the Steering Committee and the DSCI Board. While commending DSCI on its innovative methodology, the
stakeholders recommended that DSCI should copyright the frameworks. DSCI filed the application along with the
proof of concept to the Registrar of Patents, Trade Marks and Copyrights and subsequently got the Frameworks and
methodology copyrighted.
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Cyber Security Awareness Project

Department of Information Technology (DIT), Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) has
entrusted NASSCOM – DSCI with the responsibility of implementing the Cyber Security Awareness Project in the

public private partnership mode. As a part of the awareness campaign, DSCI conducted a series of events. The
programs extensively covered audiences from industry sectors like IT/BPO, manufacturing, e-commerce, e-governance,
telecom, banks, insurance and financial institutions, Public Sector Units (PSUs), law enforcement agencies like Police
& Judiciary, Academia, Govt, schools and colleges. This project comprised of the following:

1. Cyber Security Awareness Seminars organised on diverse subjects in several cities in India with a view to raise
the levels of security preparedness to a wide audience.

Understanding Wi-Fi cyber attacks - Awareness Seminar on Wireless Security
Data Protection Imperatives in a Global Delivery Model
Physical Security & Business Continuity Management
Cyber Safe Tamil Nadu 2009
Awareness Seminars on DSCI Best Practices Framework organised in Kolkata, Jaipur and Ahmedabad

2. Security Survey conducted to assess the state of data security in the IT and BPO companies in the Indian
industry. The survey also assessed  awareness about the IT (Amendment) Act 2008 and the role of CERT-In
interface. The survey sampled 153 companies from different industry verticals.

3. Security portal that offer knowledge resources on various aspects of security to all stakeholders. The portal
would serve as a platform for raising awareness levels of a wide range of netizens. It also helps to facilitate the
network of security and privacy professionals being built across the key cities in India through e-security forums.

4. e-Security forums launched in Hyderabad, Chandigarh, Chennai, Jaipur and Ahmedabad having over 350 security
professionals as Chapter members with an aim to promote exchange of security practices. These forums would
be instrumental in encouraging knowledge sharing about data security and privacy protection and nurturing a
community of security professionals.

5. Development of Computer Based Trainings (CBTs) on topics including Cyber Security Do’s and Don’ts, IT
(Amendment) Act 2008 and Privacy has been initiated. This will help DSCI to reach out to a wide audience.

6. Development of the Service Provider Assessments Framework has been initiated with the help of a leading
consulting firm. The Framework would help in assessing the security preparedness of the service providers.

7. CERT-In Training Program for Govt. officers, PSUs and organizations falling under Critical Infrastructure category
was initiated. Over 300 officers of various levels have been trained through such training sessions on the
following topics:

Secure Coding for JAVA
Secure Code Review for Java based applications
Secure Coding in PHP Developing Defensive Applications
Secure Code Review for PHP Applications
Linux Security
Securing Data Centers
Network Security
Security Information & Event Management
Secure Architecture for System Administrators

8 Importance of security frameworks and standards for ‘reasonable security practices’.
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Project RISE

While the application of biometrics technology is increasing by the day, the use of this technology and its applications
is raising a variety of ethical and privacy concerns with biometric identification methods, and on the data

storage and subsequent usage. In some of the applications, collection and storage of data are seen to be in violation
of the privacy principles preserved in privacy laws such as the EU Data Protection Directive. More serious issues like
intrusiveness of biometric recognition methods, collection of biometric information linked with criminal behavior,
apprehension about loss of privacy or personal dignity, psychological resistance for contact based sensors in public
places, privacy concerns in case the  data is not protected properly etc., are attracting attention of multiple stakeholders
across the globe.

It is these issues on Biometric and Ethics that led to the launch of Rising Pan-European and International Awareness
of Biometrics and Security Ethics (RISE) – a 36 month project by the European Union with the aim of promoting
Pan-European International Awareness on ethical aspect of biometric technologies. RISE addresses several intersecting
areas, security policy-making and responses to the security threats, data protection, ethics,  principles of proportionality,
biometrics and security technology. These areas are expected to directly benefit by the co-ordination, as proposed by
the RISE project, in the following ways:

1. co-ordination will create synergies and will avoid the duplication of efforts.
2. through the exchange of information, co-ordination will raise the knowledge base of policy-makers and security

researchers.
3. co-ordination will help to create opportunity for new research in the field.
4. involvement of the media and their interaction with EU policy makers will help take the message to larger

audiences.
5. co-ordination with, and implementation of dialogue between the policy makers at the international and

European level, security agencies and industry will help to build a consensus.

Project RISE is similar to a Consortium comprising 10 partners that include 6 from the EU and 3 non-EU countries (USA,
India - Data Security Council of India (DSCI) and China). All the inter-disciplinary competencies needed to fulfill the
project objectives including ethics, technology, politics, social sciences and international affairs and economics are
represented through these 10 partners. As part of this project, an international conference in China will be hosted in
early 2010. This will be the third conference, the first two, as mentioned above, were held in Brussels and Washington
DC.

As a part of the Project RISE work plan, DSCI organized a conference titled India Preparatory Meeting. The program
deliberated around the theme of identifying and defining the differences between nations that drive assumptions
upon which security and biometric policies are based. The meeting was focused on:

– Differences and commonalities between ASEM States and the EU and the US as per ethics and privacy of
biometrics and security technologies.

– Privacy and Data Protection standards for India’s IT and BPO industry according to DSCI.

Objectives of Project RISE address several intersecting areas including security policy-making and responses to the
security threats, data protection, biometric and security technology.

Some biometric identification methods are relatively intrusive (like retina scans).
People associate the gathering of biometric information like fingerprints with criminal behavior.
People tend to feel a loss of privacy or personal dignity, since detailed biometric information has been traditionally
collected by institutions like the military or police.
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People feel embarrassed when rejected by a public sensor.
People have psychological resistance to contact-based sensors like fingerprint, hand geometry, etc., in public
places especially during widespread disease like swine flu.
Automated face recognition in public places could be used to track everyone’s movements without their
knowledge or consent.
Privacy concerns in case the data is not protected properly and comes to be used by undesirable elements.
How will masses of biometric data be stored? Since such data can be easily moved and duplicated, how will this
information be safeguarded?
Who will have access to this information? Will companies be allowed access to face biometrics, letting them use
security cameras to positively identify customers on a routine basis?

Being the first nation to implement the Unique ID project despite the size of its population along with major e-
governance project which requires biometric information of citizens makes India a desirable destination to discuss the
concerns of biometric technologies and security ethics in biometrics. This kind of project brought several viewpoints
and expert comments from Biometric Project heads and implementer on security measures taken and strategies
formulated by these projects.
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Standard Contractual Clauses (SCC) under the EU Data Protection Directive
for Transfer of Data to a Third Country

The liabilities of service providers, as importers of data, are increasing day by day with evolving compliance
regulations. These regulations are now proactively advocating governance of trans-border data flows. European

Union, in particular is more proactive in issuing directives that would potentially affect service providers and hence it
becomes imperative to understand the challenges and legalities of – transborder data flows from the EU.

1. Under the EU Data Protection Directive 95/46, transfer of personal data to third countries is governed by
Articles 25, 26 and 28. Transfer of personal data to another country constitutes processing, and as such must be
notified to the Privacy Commissioner in much the same way as other processing operations. There are no
restrictions in relation to transfer of personal data to EU Members States, or Member Countries of EEA.

Article 25(1) allows transfer of personal data to a third country provided the latter ensures an adequate level
of protection. Article 25(2) mandates that the adequacy of level of protection afforded by a third country shall
be assessed based on:

the nature of the data
the purpose and duration of proposed processing operations
the country of origin and country of final destination
the rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country and
the professional rules and security measures which are complied within that country.

Article 25(3) mandates that the Member States and the European Commission (EC) shall assess third countries
for adequate level of protection.

2. India is not deemed to have adequate level of protection by the EC. Same is the case with the United States.
However, the United States has entered into a Safe Harbor Agreement with the EU, according to which the US
organizations complying with the Department of Commerce Safe Harbor Privacy Principles are deemed to
have adequate level of protection. This allows transfer of data to take place between such companies in the US
and their EU clients or principals/subsidiaries in the EU countries. The Safe Harbor approved by the EU in 2000
is thus an important way for U.S. companies to avoid experiencing interruptions in their business dealings with
the EU or facing prosecution by European authorities under European privacy laws. Certifying to the /Safe
Harbor will assure that EU organizations know that the said company provides “adequate” privacy protection,
as defined by the Directive.

3. According to Article 25(1), a transfer of personal data “may take place only if the third country in question
ensures an adequate level of protection.” But in a situation where a country is deemed not to provide adequate
level of protection, Article 26(4) offers a route of Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs) for transfer of personal
data. It states, “Where the Commission decides, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31(2),
that certain Standard Contractual Clauses offer sufficient safeguards as required in paragraph 2, Member
States shall take necessary measures to comply with the Commission’s decision.”

4. Article 29 Working Party has prescribed Standard Contractual Clauses that must be signed between a data
controller and a data processor, and approved by or submitted to the Data Protection Authority of the country
where the controller is located.
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So far, EC has approved 3 sets of SCCs:
a. SCCs for transfer from a Controller to a Controller (“Set I”) (Decision 2001/497/EC, as amended by Decision

2004/915/EC)
b. SCCs for a transfer from a Controller to a Controller (“Set II”) (Decision 2004/915/EC)
c. SCCs for a transfer from a Controller to a Processor (“SCCs-P”) (Decision 2002/16/EC)

Set II is an alternative set of clauses applicable to transfer of personal data by a Controller established in EU/EEA
countries to a Controller established in a third country and was adopted based on suggestions from seven
international business associations. Set II provides better option for businesses as it is more flexible and in line
with business realities while providing a similar level of data protection as Set I.

Recent Developments
On February 5, 2010, the EC adopted Decision 2010/87/EC that updated SCCs-P. It enables processors to further
sub-contract to sub-processors. The decision provides for the following:

– when a processor (data importer) wishes to sub-contract any of its processing operations performed on
behalf of a EU/EEA Controller (data exporter), it must first obtain the prior written consent of such
Controller.

– written contract to impose the same obligations on sub-processor as those imposed on data importer
under revised SCCs-P.

– where sub-processor fails to fulfill its data protection obligations, data importer shall remain fully liable to
data exporter for the performance of the sub-processor’s obligations.

– sub-processing shall only consist of the processing operations agreed in the initial contract entered into,
between data exporter and data importer.

– existing contracts, concluded under Decision 2002/16/EC shall remain in force as long as the transfers and
data processing operations remain unchanged.

5. There are other routes for data transfer too. These are as follows:

a. A multinational corporation wanting to transfer personal data - Any multinational corporation wishing to
transfer personal data between its own companies on an international basis can consider using Binding Corporate
Rules (BCRs), which must be approved by the national data protection authority pursuant to its own national
legal procedures.

b. Extending BCRs to service providers, being referred to as Binding Safe Processor Rules (BSPR) - Article 29
Working Party is considering extending the BCR concept to processors through Binding Safe Processor Rules
(BSPR) – a set of legally binding internal data protection rules that apply to clients’ data processed by service
providers. Unlike the model clauses, the BSPR can be tailored to the data protection practices of the service
provider and, as long as they include the appropriate adequacy standards, they can become a very useful tool
for the benefit of international data protection and the outsourcing industry alike. DSCI had recommended to
EU that BCRs should be extended to service providers too and that the Best Practices Approach enables them
to comply with regulations of client countries.

In addition to its submission to EU, DSCI initiated a new effort to create a self-contained presentation demystifying the
clauses. DSCI believe that the first step lies in proper understanding of these clauses and will enable service providers
to be well informed even as they sign the contracts with their clients in the European Union. In this context DSCI
organized a meeting of BPO service providers in March 2010, in Delhi, to discuss the challenges and legalities of data
flow to India from European Union.  More details can be found on the DSCI website.
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Policy Enablement: Framing of Rules for IT (Amendment) Act, 2008

The Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008, was notified in the Gazette on February 5, 2009, after it
received Presidential assent. The Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology, sought views of DSCI and NASSCOM on the drafting and framing  of Rules under sections 43A, 67C, and 79
on the following:

43A: ‘reasonable security practices’ – body corporate (IT/ITES service providers)
43A: ‘sensitive personal data or information’ – body corporate handles it
67C: ‘preserve and retain information for such duration and in such manner…’ – intermediary (SP, NSP, ASP,
Search engine...)
79: ‘due diligence’ and ‘receiving actual knowledge’ by intermediary

DSCI Consultation Paper highlighting the issues involved on the above themes was circulated to NASSCOM Members,
the DSCI Steering Committee, and to the DSCI Chapters/e-security forums in Bangalore, Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and
Kolkata to seek their views. The paper was also made available on the DSCI web site (www.dsci.in) for wider
dissemination. A number of responses were received from the industry which  were analyzed, and inputs for draft
rules were prepared and again made available. DSCI held an Open House with the industry again, in April in Delhi,
where over 40 industry members were present where the key points were again highlighted to participants of the
Seminar on the IT Act. DSCI and NASSCOM inputs to help formulate Rules u/s 43A, 67C and 79 were finalized after such
an intensive consultative process. The recommendations were submitted to the Department of Information Technology
in May, 2009. DSCI has continued to work with DIT on this as and when called upon by the Govt.

Recommendations for Encryption Policy u/s 84A of the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008:

The Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, sought views
of DSCI and NASSCOM, and other associations on encryption policy u/s 84A, in a meeting held in March 2009. DSCI
convened a meeting of all associations, at their request, in April 2009, to deliberate on the issues involved.  The
meeting was attended by 24 participants where a Consultation Paper on the subject, prepared by DSCI was circulated.
Some of the association members came back with their comments on the same. DSCI also circulated the Paper to all
NASSCOM members, e-Security forums, and to its Steering Committee. A number of responses from the industry too
were received which were analyzed, and DSCI prepared the recommendations and submitted to the Govt.

While drafting the recommendations based on the feedback received, DSCI shared the Govt’s concern on the need for
security and the importance of encryption. In reviewing the concerns raised by the Govt., DSCI understood the
imperatives and investigatory needs of law enforcement and provided comments under two sections;

The first section is a review of Govt. proposals and approaches which highlight some of the issues and concerns
that those approaches may create;
The second section sets out DSCI’s recommendations for an encryption proposal.

DSCI jointly with the U.S. India Business Council (USIBC) and the Alliance for Network Security (ANS) facilitated a
Roundtable Meeting on Encryption Policy in New Delhi alongside stakeholders from Govt. of India, Law Enforcement
Agencies, Industry Associations & companies like Microsoft, Intel, Google, RIM, etc. in the third week of January
2010. The objective of the meeting was to continue the dialog begun in Washington, DC concerning controls on
cryptography under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008. The meeting also aimed at creating an open and transparent
business environment that facilitates trade, investment, and technology transfer between India and other countries.
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Papers and Consultations

Furthering the cause of data protection, DSCI continued to contribute valuable technical inputs by creating position/
consultation/white papers of high intellectual value, covering larger topics like the security and privacy issues in

the UID Project, building an ecosystem for cyber security and data protection in India, information technology laws, etc.

Position Paper on Security and Privacy Challenges in the UID project:

Government of India under the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), established in February 2009, launched
a massive project to issue Unique Identification Numbers (UID Nos.) to all the citizens of the country – close to 1.2
billion – by capturing their personal particulars along with biometrics such as fingerprints, iris scan and facial image.

This has thrown up several privacy challenges. Data will be captured by thousands of registrars and sub-registrars
throughout the country, sent over networks, for storage centrally. Central data will be accessed for de-duplication
whenever a new entry of UID is to be created. This poses privacy challenges at all stages of collection, processing and
storage. Data Security Council of India (DSCI) prepared a position paper on Security and Privacy challenges in the UID
project. The paper was submitted to UIDAI on January 21, 2010 for consideration by the authority. Some of the data
protection challenges are as follows:

(i) large centralized databases, accessible over networks in real-time, present significant operational and security
concerns. If networks fail or become unavailable, the entire identification system collapses.

(ii) large centralized databases of biometric PII, hooked up to networks and made searchable in a distributed
manner, represent significant targets for hackers and other malicious entities to exploit.

(iii) large centralized databases are more prone to functional creep (secondary uses) and insider abuse.
(iv)significant risks associated with transmitting biometric data over networks where they may be intercepted,

copied, and actually tampered with, often without any detection.

Building an Ecosystem for Cyber Security and Data Protection in India (Published in “Ethics
and Policy of Biometrics”, Springer):

Governments across the globe are gearing up through policy enactments and necessary investments to fight the
menace of rising cyber crimes. These policies and investments also assure citizens of their privacy rights in cyber
space. India, with its high growth rate, is rapidly integrating itself with Internet Economy, where transactions are
predominantly carried out electronically. While Internet offers a new means for expanding economic and business
avenues, it offers ease of operations and promises outreach. It is, however, subject to ever increasing dangers of cyber
crimes and escalating misuse of personal information being collected by businesses. Individuals need legal protection
to protect their personal rights and secure their transaction in cyber space. Institutes, industry and government need
assurance that sufficient steps have been taken to secure the flourishing growth of economy. This requires setting up
of an ecosystem that is capable of understanding new age complexities and offering swift response and redressal. The
ecosystem for cyber security and data protection necessitates a strong legal Framework, proactive government
initiatives, active involvement of, and contribution by the industry and effective law enforcement mechanisms. This
paper discusses how India is responding to cyber security and data protection challenges, and how a new ecosystem
is underway in recent years.

This paper is published by Springer, an international publisher in the field of Science, Technology and Medicine as
proceedings of the RISE conference held in Hong Kong in January, 2010
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“India’s New Information Technology Law Impacts Outsourcing Transactions” - Hunton &
Williams’ Global Technology:

In June 2009, Hunton & Williams’ Global Technology, published an article on “India’s New Information Technology Law
Impacts Outsourcing Transactions” and used DSCI’s recommendations given in the consultation paper on IT Act
amendments as an important source for the article.

For detailed reading, refer to: (http://www.technologybar.org/2009/06/indias-new-information-technology-law-
impacts-outsourcing-transactions/comment-page-1/)

Data Protection - Security and Privacy - Information Technology Laws Workshop, Delhi University:

A paper on Data Protection – Security and Privacy issues - was presented at the Information Technology Laws
Workshop held in Delhi University in March 2010. The paper discussed first and foremost, the importance of privacy
protection, as people use more and more online applications for banking, e-commerce, and e-governance everywhere,
including in India. This is because any privacy breaches resulting in data loss may compromise large number of records.
Privacy and legal approaches to privacy protection i.e. growing use of personal information and social concerns that
drive the issue of privacy were presented. The paper also discussed some of the Privacy Principles that are being
followed across the world:  EU, US, APEC and OECD. It also reviewed the Indian Legal Regime for Privacy as per the IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008. Global sourcing involving international data flows and stringent rules for transfer of data to
third countries specifically from EU, were also highlighted.  DSCI principles of data protection, and DSCI Privacy
Framework, which includes 9 Best Practices and 12 privacy principles, were shown to strategically define and address
privacy issues, using a risk-based approach.

Encryption Policy

A paper highlighting the issues involved on the business need for strong encryption and the requirement of plaintext
by law enforcement agencies, the experience of some of the other countries was prepared and circulated to members
and others in an attempt to help formulate recommendations by the government.

The paper is available for reading on
http://www.dsci.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=52&Itemid=76

Contributed Articles

Continuing with its awareness creation and capacity building drive in the country, DSCI published a series of articles in
leading dailies covering important topics of data protection like Cyber Crimes, Phishing, Data Protection Regime, IT
Act Amendments and Cyber Terrorism, etc. During the year, awareness articles titled ‘Keeping Cyber Intruders at
Bay’ and ‘Phishing Study: Bunch of Lies’ were published in Financial Express and Business Standard respectively.

Refer to the link below to read the articles:
http://www.dsci.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=134&Itemid=144
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Survey

The Survey working group focused on understanding the current status of data protection practices and interest of
Indian service providers in the context of security and privacy. Under the guidance of the Survey working group,

DSCI has completed the second DSCI-KPMG Security Survey. The Survey was launched by DIT on 31 December, 2010.

DSCI-KPMG Survey 2009

DSCI and KPMG jointly conducted another survey to assess the trends in the area of information security and data
privacy in the Indian industry and gain insights into how the Indian industry is addressing such concerns. The survey
was conducted using a structured questionnaire, which was administered through mailers, telephonic and in-person
meetings.

The objective of the Information Security Questionnaire is to:
– assess the importance given to Information Security and Data Privacy in organizations operating in India.
– capture the leading practices and/or standards adopted towards information security and data privacy in

organizations.
– identify the major sources of data leakage, compromising data privacy, in organizations within established

verticals or as a whole.
– study the status of Information and Physical Security Convergence.
– assess data privacy trends and Information Technology Act awareness

along with CERT-In interface.

The survey sample consisted of over 150 organizations from industry verticals
like IT/BPO, Financial Services, Telecom, Public Sector and Manufacturing.

As depicted in the figure, out of the 153 companies that participated in the
survey, 34% companies were from the IT/BPO sector, 31% from the
manufacturing sector and 20% from the banking and financial services
vertical. The survey sample also included leading companies from the
telecom and public sector comprising 6% and 9% of the sample respectively.

Along with assessing industry
initiatives, the survey also
captured Government of India’s
initiatives to establish an
appropriate Legal Framework.
This survey captured how Indian
industry is prepared to address
emerging data security and
privacy challenges. The
important elements that have
been included for the first time
are data privacy trends and Information Technology Act awareness along with CERT-In interface. Security technology
adoption trends to mitigate threats and vulnerabilities have been analyzed with reasonable depth. The analysis
reveals that organizations are indeed focused on technology adoption and implementation of latest tools such as DLP.
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They are also well prepared to meet the challenges posed by mobile and wireless devices at end points. Security
preparedness of organizations continues to be enhanced. Once again it is the IT/BPO companies, banks and telecom
service providers who are at the forefront of using cutting-edge technology and standards to enhance their security.
While compliance regulations continue to be a driver for security, the latter is seen as a differentiator too.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

1. Information security is a “Top Priority” or is “Critical” to 87% of respondents.

IT/ BPO and Financial Services organizations give greater importance to information security as compared to
their telecom, manufacturing and PSU counterparts.

2. Data privacy is a huge concern across the industry. More so amongst participants from the telecom segment
where it is perceived more critical than information security.

3. 82% of respondents perceive top management focus on information security as adequate; yet 64% have
concerns regarding employees not attributing enough importance to the same.

4. More than 80% of respondents, irrespective of organization size, are earmarking budget for information
security.

5. More than 80% of respondents have both Business Continuity Plan (BCP) and a Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP).

6. There is a growing interest in end point and virtualization security. It was found that ‘Endpoint Encryption’,
‘Governance Risk & Compliance’ and ‘Virtualization Security’ were among the top 3 technology solutions being
considered for implementation in IT/BPO companies.  ‘Virtualization Security’, ‘Network Access Control’ and
‘End point Encryption’ were among the top 3 technology solutions considered for implementation in the
Financial Services.
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7. The industry is reasonably convinced about the effectiveness of IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 towards establishing
a strong data protection regime within organizations.

8. “Employees underestimating the importance of following the security policies” is the biggest challenge the
Indian organization faces in effectively enforcing information security controls.

This survey resulted in understanding the current ecosystem led by industry on the one hand, and supported by the
Govt., on the other, for enhancing security and privacy culture in India. The results of the survey helped organizations
to understand the trends for benchmarking their security and privacy initiatives, articulating the current state of
Indian industry, and perceiving the national current state of preparedness. The result gave critical inputs to DSCI and
NASSCOM to formulate their strategy and programs and provided key information to CERT-In, DIT and government to
formulate policies to ensure a high level of assurance. The following points summarize survey results

a. Information Security was seen as occupying a prominent position in hierarchy of participating organizations.
b. Respondents seem to have implemented basic information security solutions and were keenly following the

progress of technology that will enable securing data.
c. Extended business environment including mobile workforce, third-party vendors, partners and other stakeholders

poses a significant challenge in securing of information assets
d. Respondents from the IT/BPO and financial services seem to be better prepared to address information security

and data privacy challenges, These two segments also showed greater propensity to adopt new solutions and
practices whereas participants from manufacturing and PSUs appeared to be laggards.

e. Evident trend towards greater maturity in application of security functions in participating organizations were
also observed.

f. Information Security and Physical Security controls were also converging.

The results of the survey were acknowledged by the industry and got a mention in one of the leading market research
analyst, Forrester’s research reports.
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Events

DSCI continued to create awareness on its frameworks and Best Practices among IT/BPO service providers, banks,
telecom companies, public sector, Govt., and in the international market. DSCI organized national events and

participated in several international events as an Indian representative.

DSCI’s national events during the year provided an essential platform to discuss IT (Amendment) Act, 2008, biometric
security, data protection imperatives, encryption policy and security concerns in IT/BPO, banking, Govt and telecom
sectors.

These events proved to be an express conduit to the Govt., of conclusions and suggestions from the industry. DSCI’s
efforts proved fruitful in receiving focused participation along with eminent industry experts as speakers. Besides this,
some workshops focused on cyber security awareness, IT (Amendment) Act- 2008, Best Practices and Privacy, etc.,
were also conducted during the year.

NASSCOM-DSCI Annual Information Security Summit 2009 was a great success which saw more than 200 participants
and close to 50 industry experts who shared their viewpoints on various topics discussed. This two day event was
divided into workshops on Best Practices for Data Protection followed by one day seminar. The major topics discussed
during this event were:

Outsourcing Security Challenges: Outside-In view,
Addressing Emerging Disciplines of Security,
Relevance of DSCI Security Framework (DSF©) for Industry Verticals (IT, BPO, BFSI, Telecom)
Security in Changing IT Ecosystem: Virtualization and Cloud Computing
Expanding Compliance Regime – Dictating Security Priorities
Consolidation and Dynamism of Security Technology Market Trends and National Security Ecosystem.

DSCI developed its Best Practices Framework for Data Protection making use of its Content Aggregation Program
(CAP). Security surveys and collaborations with knowledge sources & information security experts also proved vital
while drafting the framework. As part of CAP, DSCI mapped several compliance regulations into appropriate security
controls that should be deployed for complying with these requirements. The compliance requirements were mapped
with ISO 27001 international standard for security practices, and OECD Privacy Principles for privacy requirements,
among other international standards. Mapping with these standards helped standardize the controls, and led to the
creation of DSCI Security Framework (DSF©) and DSCI Privacy Framework (DPF©).
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DSCI announced the Best Practices for Data Protection in a launch event held on August 2009 in New Delhi. With over
250 participants, companies from industry verticals like banking & financial services, manufacturing, e-governance,
IT & BPO, telecom, PSUs, e-commerce, etc., were well represented in the day long event.

DSCI also established links through Roundtable meetings with key personnel from the Govt sector to discuss strategies
for securing citizen information, which is crucial for the success of e-governance projects, EU Privacy Commissioners,
Trustworthy Computing Group and Data Loss Prevention.

Further, to align with an objective to disseminate the security and privacy knowledge, DSCI conducted various Cyber
Safe Awareness campaigns in various cities aimed at different target audiences including schools, colleges, police,
judiciary, general users, small companies and Govt to promote cyber safety and security measures. A cyber security
awareness program, “The Internet for Education and Leisure” for school kids was also organized. This awareness
campaign had school kids participating and enacting security and privacy issues faced by children their agenda thus
highlighting security concerns.

National Events:
IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 and Privacy Workshop, 2009, New Delhi
Data Protection Imperatives in a Global Delivery Model, 2009, Bangalore
DSCI Best Practices Meet for Data Protection, 2009, New Delhi
Seminar on Physical Security and BCM, 2009, Mumbai
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Project RISE - India Preparatory Meeting, 2009, New Delhi
Information Security Summit, 2009, New Delhi

International Events:
2nd DW Global Media Forum, 2009, Germany 
RSA Conference, 2009, San Francisco
Press Conference announcing MOU between NASSCOM-DSCI, BITS and the Santa Fe Group, 2009, San Francisco
Seminar on Biometrics Security, 2009, Singapore
Privacy Commissioners Conference, 2009, Spain
3rd International Conference of Project RISE, 2010, Hong Kong
Ethical & Policy Implications of Global Mobility & Security, RISE Consortium, 2010, Brussels

Cyber Security Awareness Events:

Department of Information Technology (DIT), Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, (MCIT) has
entrusted NASSCOM – DSCI with the responsibility of implementing the Cyber Security Awareness Program in the
public private partnership mode. DSCI organized events under two major deliverables:

Cyber Security Awareness
e-Security Forums to promote exchange of security practices

During the year, DSCI organized four seminars for Cyber Security Awareness. The key focus of these seminars was to
bring awareness about Cyber Security, Physical Security, Business Continuity and Wi-Fi security.

The first seminar on Understanding Wi-Fi Cyber Attacks attracted active participation from IT/ BPO Companies,
Banks and Financial Institutions, Government Bodies, PSUs, Telecom Companies, Law Enforcement Agencies and
Academic Institutions. Attendees gained knowledge about:

Wi-Fi cyber crimes
Best Practices for Wi-Fi Hotspots
Dos and Don’ts of WLAN configuration
How to Lock down your authorized devices with encryption
Wireless threat landscape and
Core functions of a wireless intrusion prevention system (WIPS).

The second seminar was organized  by e-Security Forum (DSCI Bangalore Chapter) on “Data Protection Imperatives
in a Global Delivery Model” in May 2009. The event provided a common platform for eminent industry leaders to
meet, share their experiences, discuss issues and make an impact to address challenges faced by the industry body at
large. The seminar was inaugurated by Harsh Manglik, Chairman and Geography Managing Director, Accenture India
and Vice Chairman of the Executive Council for NASSCOM. Over 200 delegates attended the event.
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The theme for the third seminar was Physical Security and Business Continuity Management. The terrorist attacks
on the 26/11 and the pandemic H1N1 virus were among the many externalities which were threatening the business/
governance continuity in India and the world at large. This seminar was aimed at deliberating on the issue of active
promotion of dialogue between various stakeholders in the public and private sector domains for improved mitigation,
preparation, response and recovery for business continuity (business continuity in its broadest sense includes,
government functioning and rendering of citizen services by government). An action plan was built through these
deliberations to facilitate corporate and governments to play a proactive and collaborative partnerships to ensure
business continuity by better physical security.

The fourth event organized under the DIT project was Cyber Safe Tamil Nadu. The Cyber Safe Tamil Nadu 2009, was
conducted at Chennai, Coimbatore and Madurai. This event saw participation from police officers, Govt. officials, IT
companies’ representatives and colleges (three in Chennai, two each in Coimbatore and Madurai). This program
witnessed discussions on the latest and emerging issues in cyber security, changing legal Framework and statutes to
promote cyber security, demonstrations for law enforcement and cyber threats to the corporate world, etc. Cyber
safety and the role of cyber cafes in promoting the culture of cyber security was discussed as a special focus area with
the Commissioners of Police, Chennai and Chennai suburban.
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During the third and fourth quarter of the financial year 2009-10, DSCI continued with its awareness creation drive
and organized awareness events on Best Practices for Data Protection in cities with a relatively smaller concentration
of IT and BPO companies - Kolkata, Jaipur and Ahmedabad.

Senior speakers from DSCI presented the DSCI Security and Privacy Framework and explained in detail the Framework
implementation methodology which is currently being pilot tested at a couple of large service providers. A perspective
of the technology model derived out of this Framework was also explained highlighting the mapping of products and
services of two leading security vendors.

The events had interesting sessions on e-Security in One Day International Cricket with a case study of the India-South
Africa one day match recently held in Jaipur, the consequences of data leakage, IT (Amendment) Act 2008 and Data
Protection, etc. The
events saw active
participation from over
250 delegates from
different verticals of
the industry and
proved to be an
interesting event.

Adding to the 5 existing
Chapters that were
launched in the
previous financial year,
DSCI launched 5 new
Chapters/e-security
forums with a view to
promote knowledge
sharing on security and
privacy practices. The
chapters were created
around the theme of creating a local
community of security professionals who will
engage on a continuous basis to exchange
information related to security and privacy
issues, propose possible avenues and develop
best practices to tackle such concerns. Refer
to the table below for more details:
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Outreach

During the financial year, DSCI participated in several national and international seminars and conferences and
presented its views on a wide range of subjects like cyber security, self regulation, biometrics security, data

protection regulations, IT (Amendment) Act 2008, etc. The events covered a wide variety of audience including:

EU and US outsourcers
EU and US policy enablers and Security Commissioners
Indian IT/BPO Industry
Individual Internet Users

a) National Engagements:

Workshop on Data Protection Imperatives in Banking Sector organized jointly with IDRBT in Hyderabad.
Session on Cyber Crimes and IT (Amendment) Act 2008 in an event organized jointly by Delhi Police-ICICI Bank
in New Delhi.
Presentation on DSCI and Data Protection in Andhra Pradesh Police  held in Hyderabad.
Indo-US Conference on Cyber Security, Cyber Crimes & Cyber Forensics organized by Amrita University in Kochi.
FICCI Workshop on Internet Governance & inclusive growth held in New Delhi.
Submission of Encryption Policy recommendations to Department of Information Technology, Ministry of
Communications and IT.
Session on Vendor Opportunities in Security at TiE Seminar held in New Delhi.
Presentation on Cyber Security during the Banking Technology Conclave held at Mumbai.
Presentation on e-security & Cyber Crime Initiatives of IT Dept & Govt. of West Bengal held in Kolkata.
Keynote address on DSCI Best Practices for Data Protection during the ISACA Conference held in Mumbai on
February 2010
Presented and supported e-crimes India seminar in Mumbai.
Organized Roundtable meeting on Standard Contractual Clauses in the EU Data Protection Directive 95/46 in
New Delhi.
Presented a paper on Data Security and Privacy Concerns in the IT & BPO Industry during a workshop on
“Information Technology Laws and Related Intellectual Property” organized by Faculty of Law, Delhi University.

b) International Engagements:

2nd DW Global Media Forum, 2009, Germany: In June 2009, DSCI conducted a workshop on “Security Leaks
in Transborder Data Flow”, in the Global Media Forum 2009, on their specific invitation to present practices
followed in India on data security and privacy. The workshop aimed at understanding the concerns in regard to
Transborder data flows, and on how offshore service providers in India are addressing these concerns, and how
industry initiative in terms of DSCI helps provide assurance on data protection.

RSA Conference 2009, San Francisco: This conference was held in April 2009 where DSCI was invited to
address a panel discussion on regulatory approaches to cyber security. DSCI’s view on its self-regulatory approach
to data privacy based on Best Practices and international standards was discussed. DSCI participated in the
Executive Security Action Forum (ESAF) that is organized as an ‘by invitation only’ with about 100 CIOs/CSOs of
the top Fortune companies.
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DSCI presented its approach towards establishing DSCI as an SRO and its proposed mechanism for Service
Providers’ Assessments. The participants were found to be very enthusiastic about the idea of SRO being
established for providing assurance on data protection and the certification/rating of service providers through
assessments based on ISO 27001 Frameworks. This was seen as time saving as it would focus on one audit, while
the service providers could also be spared the hassle of multiple audits by multiple clients.

DSCI interacted with key stakeholders including BITS, the Santa Fe Group, representatives from the leading
banks, and some technology solution providers on the sidelines of the RSA Conference. A Press Conference
announcing the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) among NASSCOM, DSCI, BITS and the Santa Fe Group
was also held.

Presentation on biometrics security made during Project HIDE, an event held in Singapore.

Hunton & Williams’ Global Technology report on IT Act Amendments referred to DSCI Consultation Paper on IT
(Amendments) Act, 2008.

Participated as a speaker in Privacy Commissioners Conference held in Madrid, Spain during the month of
November 2009 and presented DSCI’s stand on the Best Practices Approach and extending BCRs to the Service
Providers. Suggestions made by DSCI have been accepted by the EU, which is working on developing “Binding
Safe Processor Rules” that are expected to help Indian Service Providers in a significant manner.

The Managing Director of TuVIT visited DSCI’s office in October 2009 to discuss and understand DSCI Framework
and find a commonality between TuVIT - EuroSeal for the privacy.

Presented the Framework to the security team of BT, in October 2009, in view of exploring the possibility of
using the Framework by BT’s service providers in India. BT security team was positive about the Framework and
keen to partner with DSCI. As a follow up to this, Head of Security of BT Global Services visited the DSCI office
and offered to share their Best Practices.

Paper on privacy issues and EU Data Protection Legal Framework submitted by RISE Consortium to EU with
inputs from DSCI.

Presentation on “India: building a new ecosystem for cyber security and data protection” at the  3rd International
Conference of Project RISE (Rising Pan-European and International Awareness of Biometrics and Security
Ethics) in Hong Kong.

Presentation on “Security and Privacy challenges in the Unique ID Project of Govt. of India” during a program
on “Ethical and Policy Implications of Global Mobility and Security” of RISE Consortium in Brussels.

Project RISE - India Preparatory Meeting – a project with the European Union with the aim of promoting Pan-
European International Awareness on “Ethical aspects of Biometric and Technologies”.

Presentation on “Biometrics Security” made during Project HIDE (Homeland Security, Biometric Identification
& Personal Detection Ethics), Singapore, in July 2009.

Meeting with Privacy Commissioner of Hong Kong to understand Hong Kong Data Protection Regulation and
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functioning of Privacy Office workshop on “Security Leaks in Transborder Data Flow”, in the Global Media Forum
2009, Germany was received positively and CIOs of major clients are interested in taking this forward.

c) Chapters

During the year, five new chapters were launched to take DSCI objectives and local presence one step forward. These
five chapters were Hyderabad, Chandigarh, Chennai, Jaipur and Ahmedabad.

Currently, DSCI has 10 Chapters that are acting as a platform for over 800 security professionals to interact on several
security issues. These discussions help DSCI in updating security and privacy issues in several organizational activities
and daily routine activities.

The sample list of SIGs taken up by different Chapters are:
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d) DSCI corporate Website (www.dsci.in)

Since its inception, DSCI corporate website has proven to be an essential tool for creating online presence and reach
the target audience worldwide. The website received 36,627 hits cumulatively. Periodically, DSCI has published
position papers, survey reports, consultation papers and news articles and related items on the website and received
a great response or hit ratio from the IT/BPO industry in India and the other stakeholders from across geographies.

DSCI website is in the process of getting revamped with an objective to make it more interactive, engaging and easy
to navigate. The conceptualization phase of the new website is complete, through which information and technology
architecture and a comprehensive features’ list have been derived. The design phase of the website is underway and
the new website will be launched in the Q2 of 2010-11. The new website will act as a platform where different
interactive programs with BPO, outsourcers, adjudicators and security vendors can be facilitated directly. The website
will also act as a platform through which Best Practices and DSCI Framework implementation can be facilitated. The
website will have multiple means of disseminating knowledge on information security and privacy protection by way
of newsletters, white papers, surveys and access to other publications.

e) India Security Portal (www.indiasecure.in)

The portal was designed and developed with the objective of providing an interactive collaboration platform to the
security professionals and general users. Some of the important features that have been developed in the first phase
include Discussion Forums, Blogs, Best Practices, e-Security Forums, Articles, White Papers, Reports, Newsletters,
Case Studies, Survey Centre, What’s New – Legal Amendments, Videos upload and download, Upcoming events and
Security Glossary. With such interactive features that make online collaboration easier, it will also serve as a platform
for raising awareness levels of a wide range of netizens and would offer knowledge resources on various aspects of
security to all the stakeholders.

The portal was launched by the Secretary, DIT, on December 30, 2009 and is now ready for use. It has been made
available for online collaboration at the Jaipur and Ahmedabad Chapter launch.
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Association & Collaborations

DSCI engaged with the IT/BPO service providers, their clients worldwide, data protection authorities in different
countries, and self-regulatory organizations in the US, European Union countries and data standard organizations

in sectors such as banking and finance to conduct data protection awareness programs as part of its outreach and
education activities. It also engaged with the Govt, and other data protection authorities on such practices. The
details of some of its associations and collaborations are given below:

DSCI-ISC2 ALIG Program:

(ISC)2 is globally recognized as the largest membership body and as the Gold Standard for certifying information
security professionals. It is a not-for-profit global leader in educating and certifying information security professionals
throughout their careers with more than 71,000 credentials issued to 66,000 members, in more than 130 countries,
and its membership across the Asia-Pacific (A-P) region has reached the 10,000 mark till date.

It issues the Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) and related concentrations, Certified Secure
Software Lifecycle Professional (CSSLP), Certification and Accreditation Professional (CAP), and Systems Security Certified
Practitioner (SSCP) credentials to those meeting necessary competency requirements.

DSCI has joined the (ISC)2 global Affiliated Local Interest Group (ALIG) program, which supports local information
security professional associations around the world. This initiative aims to promote the information security profession
worldwide by increasing awareness of the importance and benefits of professional certification and continuing
professional education among information security professionals.

The ALIG Program

The ‘DSCI-ISC2 ALIG Program’ aims to help local interest groups support their members by offering enhanced benefits
such as convenient education opportunities and greater access to other local professionals and peer networking
opportunities.

The objective of DSCI-(ISC)2 global Affiliated Local Interest Group (ALIG) program is:

to promote awareness of information security in an independent and unbiased manner.

to foster and promote the development of professionalism in the Information Security industry and encourage
the professional development of its members.

The DSCI members’ fraternity is expanding across the country at an accelerated  pace and with the ALIG Program,
(ISC)2 members will not only scale up the data protection realm of DSCI but will also play a key role in raising the level
of security preparedness in India.

Collaborations Forums

a. Roundtable Meeting on Trustworthy Computing with the Corporate Vice President, Trustworthy
Computing, Microsoft Corporation:
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A senior representative from Microsoft Corporation visited DSCI for an exclusive roundtable session on
Trustworthy Computing with a select audience. He aired his views on the DSCI Framework and also on the
encryption policy matters which are the need of the hour under the IT (Amendment) Act 2008, for balancing
the requirements of global business and national security. The event also held discussions on:

Encryption Policy:

Higher bit encryption standards are required for secure communication and transactions.
Under critical situations (specified) plain data or communication information must be provided for
investigations.

Security & Privacy Challenges in Rural and Mobile Banking:

Rural Banking: low data transfer networks, traditional banking processes (i.e. maintain ledger and books).
Mobile Banking: low encryption used in communications network to prevent high bandwidth usage.
Network congestion and mismatched connections.

b. Roundtable Meeting on the Future of Information Security with the Global Leader for Security, Privacy
and Information Technology Risk Services, Deloitte:

With the growing concerns over Information Security, today’s organizations are looking for innovative means
to prepare against future challenges. To discuss these growing concerns, challenges and the need for a structured
response, Deloitte and DSCI jointly organized a round table event with key industries CIOs, CTO’s, CISO’s and
other Senior Executives. This was an interactive session, where the participants were able to share their
perspective and deliberated on various issues connected with information security.

c. Exclusive Technology Roundtable for the Government Sector:

This was an exclusive technology leader’s roundtable conducted by DSCI in association with RSA, the Security
Division of EMC and UBM India. The experts from the Govt. sector convened during the event to discuss the
strategies for securing citizen information, which was crucial for the success of e-governance projects.

As huge e-governance projects like the UID came into play, it was imperative that security technologies deliver
the kind of security that was so vital to secure the trust of citizens. Best Practices around the following topics
were discussed:

enabling a real-time view into activities involving infrastructure & information.
securing information sharing across government agencies and external entities with automated controls
for authentication and monitoring.
preventing unintentional distribution of sensitive information.
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Cyber Labs

During the year, the Cyber Labs Program of NASSCOM was transferred to DSCI and it continued the program with
a focus on training police officers, prosecutors, military, bank officials and others on issues like cyber crimes, basic

techniques of investigating cyber crimes, etc.

Over 1000 personnel from the police, judiciary, banking, etc., were trained in the existing labs in FY 09-10 at different
levels and several events/workshops were conducted to enhance cyber crime awareness. Some recent events include:

a. Cyber Safe Tamil Nadu, 2009.
b. Seminar at Khandala Police Training School (PTS) on Mobile Crimes and Investigation.
c. Session at National Academy of Customs Excise and Narcotics on computer forensics, search and seizure, virus

and worms.
d. Talk on Globalisation, Internet Risk and Child Protection.
e. Discussions with FBI and NFCT on public private partnerships for handling cyber crimes.
f. Attended the cyber crimes Training Program at Redmond organized by Microsoft.
g. Meeting with Program Director of Information System Management Programs at Carnegie Mellon University

and exchanged information on the cyber security initiatives undertaken.
h. Roundtable Conference on Indo-UK cyber security issues.
i. Participation in a Roundtable organized by CISCO Corporation on “Cloud Security and Borderless Enterprises”.

According to IT (Amendment) Act 2008, power to investigate cyber crimes has been vested in a police officer of the
rank of Inspector or above which was earlier Deputy Superintendent of Police (DSP) and above. It has substantially
increased the number of police officers who are now eligible to conduct cyber crime investigations. This requires more
police personnel to be trained in various kinds of cyber crimes and advanced details of computer and Internet based
crimes, which are the main sources of committing a cyber crime.

For fulfilling this purpose, an initiative of establishing three new labs in Haryana, Chennai and Hyderabad has been
undertaken. The Haryana lab has been sponsored by eminent BPO organizations like GENPACT and IBM Daksh
whereas the Chennai and Hyderabad labs are being supported by Laxmi Vilas Bank and Andhra Bank respectively. The
Haryana and Chennai lab will be established in their respective state police training academies. Work for creation of
above mentioned labs is expected to be completed in the first quarter of the next financial year.
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Knowledge Management

DSCI as an industry association has to enhance the trustworthiness of Indian IT/BPO industries. It is important for
DSCI to understand the current level of operations of IT/BPO industries across the globe for promoting the

culture of security and privacy among them. To achieve this, DSCI has been associated with Forrester, Gartner and
DataGuidance that helps DSCI to understand the latest happenings emerging in the field of security and privacy across
the world.

Gartner and Forrester are two of the leading market research and advisory firm that offers world-class, objective
insights on virtually any area of IT. These resources provide unparalleled expertise across a wide range of IT solutions.
It also helps DSCI to understand the global market in the area of security and privacy through attending their
conferences and reading their documents.

Gartner’s ‘hype cycles’ aims to separate the hype from the reality, and enable DSCI to decide whether or not a
particular technology is ready for adoption. Gartner has a proprietary research tool known as ‘Magic Quadrant’ that
aims to provide a qualitative analysis into a market and its direction, maturity and participants, thus possibly enabling
a company to be a stronger competitor for that market. Similarly, ‘Forrester's TechRadar’ research describes and
plots a technology according to its ecosystem maturity, business value-add adjusted for uncertainty and future
trajectory. DSCI is benefited by it as it offers a detailed analysis of current Best Practices, regulations, security
Frameworks and security tools and services prevalent in the market.

To summarize these, DSCI collates responses from its Knowledge Partners to:
a. understand the latest happenings in the area of security and privacy across the world.
b. understand the growing concerns of the data protection across the world.
c. study the global picture in the field of security and privacy.
d. be vigilant over recent trends and approaches that are emerging in the field of security and privacy and the

impact of it on the Indian market as well.

We have also seen that, data protection and privacy has moved from being a concern of the few, to a major focus of
the industry, the public sector and private individuals. To keep track of the changing regulations in field of data
protection and privacy, including recent laws on data breach notifications adopted by various countries, DSCI subscribed
to DataGuidance.

DataGuidance is the global data protection and privacy compliance platform published by Cecile Park Publishing Ltd.
The platform provides an excellent update and advice on the impact of growing data breaches both in Govt., and the
private sector, updates on the new regulations and laws impacting various industries, brings together all the legislation,
provides official guidance and codes of practice in one place as well as DataGuidance Notes, written by data protection
experts. DataGuidance has been instrumental in publishing the changes in the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 through its
weekly news and has also acknowledged DSCI’s role and speedy progress in outsourcing space in India.

Thus, these market research analysts offer the most comprehensive analyses and advice DSCI about the technology’s
impact on business and consumers.

DSCI has also developed Best Practices for Data Security with the help of Content Aggregation Program (CAP) and
various knowledge sources, and created a Framework that mapped the Best Practices of various disciplines of security
for achieving data protection. These Frameworks have been critically reviewed by Gartner and Forrester.
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Corporate Governance

Today, adoption of good corporate governance practices has emerged as an integral element for conducting
business. The three key constituents of corporate governance are the Board of Directors, the Shareholders and

the Management. The underlying principles of corporate governance revolve around three basic inter-related segments
– integrity and fairness, transparency and disclosure, and accountability and responsibility.

Continuing with the One Tier structure of the Board of Directors, this year DSCI has inducted two more Independent
Directors from the banking and e-commerce sector. The detailed composition of the Board of Directors is mentioned
above in this report in section 2. The Board of Directors meets every quarter to discuss policy issues and give directions
on the future course of action for DSCI and also routinely reviews the progress of projects, cost and deliverables. DSCI
has maintained complete transparency in the discharge of its duties. All important activities and programs have been
undertaken with prior approval of the Board. The organization chart is given below.

The process followed for project execution adheres to project management principles that include project requirement
definition, project resource management and project budgeting and expenditure and deliverables management.
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Project budgeting, vendor selection and billing are fulfilled with prior approval of the management. Specific costs
saving measures were taken resulting in delivering additional deliverables within the same cost.

DSCI, being an industry association, validates its work with the support and feedback from the industry, connected
through our Chapter members who represent various industry verticals and from our DSCI Steering Committee. The
SC is an excellent representation of senior executives from leading industry bodies of IT/BPO Companies, banks,
regulators, security vendors, consulting companies, Govt. and Academia. The feedback of industry is critical for the
success of our work and we always welcome criticism and feedback for continuous improvement of our work.

DSCI executive team has increased from five full-time employees to nine full-time employees from last year, to
accommodate the expanding scope of our work and for catering to the security and privacy needs of Indian society.
The executive team will continue its efforts progressively towards a self sustaining model.

The Board of Directors of DSCI appointed S.R. Batliboi & Company as statutory auditors, for the year under review.
The Management of DSCI is contented with DSCI’s efforts last year and is confident that India is and will remain a
trusted destination for global sourcing.
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The Way Forward

DSCI has formally established its footprint as a security and privacy organization in the country. IT/BPO service
providers, global clients outsourcing to Indian service providers, Govt officials and public sector, as also the media

have become aware of the existence of DSCI as a self-regulatory organization that has been created by the industry
through NASSCOM. DSCI Security Framework (DSF©) and DSCI Privacy Framework (DPF©) have been developed during
the year with the active support and guidance of the Advisory Group of IT/BPO industry. These are based on the
experience of several organizations in implementation of ISO 27001, learnings of FISMA, recommendations of analysts
and emerging new disciplines of security, strategic, tactical, and operational layers of security. DSCI has continued to
focus on Best Practices for data protection so as to make security dynamic.  DSF© is thus driven by security principles,
and not by compliance requirements. DSF© is able to make an organization really secure and respond to evolving
threats and vulnerabilities in its environment, with compliance as the outcome.

Privacy is treated separately through DPF© so as to bring it into focus because of compliance requirements which fall
in the legal domain in the client organizations. A set of best practices and privacy principles are based on the international
privacy principles such as Fair Information Practices, OECD Privacy Principles, EU Data Protection Directive, APEC
Privacy Framework and Safe Harbor Privacy Principles. It is, however, closely linked to DSF© as part of the overall data
protection Framework of DSCI.

The DSCI methodology, currently under development and testing focuses on visibility of information. It tries to establish
risk associated with data movement across the organization, at various layers which in turn call for implementation
of Best Practices under DSF© and DPF©. DSCI will continue to refine the methodology and create more case studies
and demonstrate enhanced security through dynamic approach brought about by the Best Practices and Frameworks.
It will help create buy-in for the methodology and the process of implementing the same. It is proposed that this will
be explained in detail to the DSCI Chapter members in order to enlist their support for popularizing the methodology
and the Frameworks in their companies.

The approach to Data Protection with global clients and regulators in various countries will also be taken up by DSCI.
DSCI will work with the government to expedite notification of rules for reasonable security practices as well as for the
creation of Encryption Policy. Several studies that have been initiated namely, Insider Threats, Service Providers
Assessment Framework, Cloud Computing and Reasonable Security Practices and Frameworks will be completed over
the next few months. Their recommendations as Best Practices will be popularized among the service providers.

FAQs on some of the important regulations in countries from where clients are outsourcing to Indian service providers
will be created and the service providers educated about the same.

The linkage with the banking industry through IBA and IDRBT that resulted in the organization of a seminar on
Security Frameworks in Banking Industry will be taken forward by identifying their concerns and addressing them
through DSF© and DPF©. DSCI will continue to provide professional guidance in data security and privacy to organizations
in the Govt. that may approach it with such requirements.

DSCI in its aim to provide continuous security awareness is expanding its awareness programs through computer
based trainings and will also carry out special programs and initiatives for the judiciary, educational institutes and
prospective security and privacy professionals in the country. The Cyber Lab Program will continue to provide training
in cyber forensics to law enforcement officers and judiciary from the existing labs as well as three more labs that will
become operational in Haryana, Chennai and Hyderabad.
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A3 Logics
AABSYS Information Technology
ABM KNOWLEDGEWARE
ABN Amro Central Enterprise
Services
Absolutdata Research & Analytics
Accel Frontline
ACCEL TRANSMATICS
Accenture Services
Acclaris Business Solutions
ACCRETIVE HEALTH
ACS of India, A Xerox company
ADEA TECHNOLOGIES
Aditi Technologies
Aditya Birla Minacs
ADP
Adventity Global Services
Aegis
Airtight Networks
Ajuba Solutions India
ALANKIT ASSIGNMENTS
ALANKIT TECHNOLOGIES
Alcatel-Lucent India
All e Technologies
Allahabad Bank
Amdocs Development Centre India
American Express India
AMRUT SOFTWARE
ANIBRAIN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
ANZ Operations and Technology
AppLabs
Applied Materials India
APPPOINT SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
Aptech
Arctern Consulting
Aress Software and Education
Technologies
ARICENT TECHNOLOGIES HOLDINGS
AROWANA CONSULTING
Arrk Solutions
ASE STRUCTURE DESIGN
Ashok Leyland
Attra Infotech
AUFAIT TECHNOLOGIES
Aujas Networks
Aurigo Software Technologies
Aurionpro Solutions
Avaana Software & Services
Avaya India

Member Companies

AXA Business Services
AXIS Bank
Axsys Technologies
Azure Knowledge Corporation
BAHWAN CYBERTEK
Barclays Shared Services
Barry-Wehmiller Intl. Resources
bebo Technologies
Bechtel India
BEST OF BREED SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS INDIA
Bharat Petroleum Corporation
Limited
Birlasoft
Bitscape IT Solutions
Blue Star Infotech
BNP PARIBAS INDIA SOLUTIONS
Botree Software International
Broadridge Financial Solutions
India
BSNL
BT India
BUSY INFOTECH
Butler Technical Services India
Butterfield Fulcrum
CA India Technologies
Cactus Communciations
Cadence Design Systems India
CAMBRIDGE TECHNOLOGY
ENTERPRISES
Canon India
Capco IT Services India
Capgemini Business Services
Cellnext Solutions
Centre For Development of
Advanced Computing (C-DAC)
CGI Information Systems and
Management Consultants
Changepond Technologies
CI. Com
CIBERsites India
Ciena India Private
Cisco Systems India
Cleave Global E Services
Cognizant Technology Solutions
Collabera
Compare Infobase
ConnectM Technology Solutions
Continental Carbon India

Convergys India Services
Converteam EDC
CORDYS SOFTWARE INDIA
Couth Infotech
CSC
CtrlS Datacenters
Cyber Security Works
Cyberq Consulting
Cybertech Systems and Software
CYGNET INFOTECH
D&B Transunion Analytic and
Design Services India
Data Infosys
DATABAZAAR INDIA
Datacraft India
Datamatics Global Services
DBOI Global Services
DBS Bank
Deloitte
Designmate
Direction Software Services
Drishti-Soft Solutions
DST worldwide Services
e4e Business Solutions India
EASI, A subsidiary of Allegis
Services India
Eclipsys India
e-Emphasys Infotech
Effort BPO
Einfochips
Elitecore Tecnologies
ELOGIC Technologies
Emantras Interactive Technologies
EMC Data Storage India
Empower Research Knowledge
Services
EMR Technology Ventures
ENTEG
Eperium Business Solutions India
eRevMax Tecnologies
Eservices@Symphony
Eureka Outsourcing Soultions
EVALUESERVE.COM
EXACTUS CORPORATION
EXL Services
Fidelity Business Services India
Financial Technologies India
FIRST ADVANTAGE
First Indian Corporation
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Firstsource Solutions
Firstware Software Solutions
FIS Global Solutions India
FNF Business Process Outsourcing
Services India
Ford Technology Services India
FORTUNE INFOTECH
Gaian Solutions India
Gants Software Solutions
GE Money Servicing
Genpact
Geometric
GlobalLogic India
GlobeOp Financial Services India
GNFC
GNSA INFOTECH
Goa Shipyard
GOIP Global Services
GoldShield Services
Graycell Technologies Exports
Gujarat Informatics
GVFL
H5 Asia Pacific
HACKETT GROUP India
HAMILTON RESEARCH &
TECHNOLOGY
HCL Technologies
Headstrong India Services
Helios and matheson information
technology
Hewlett Packard Globalsoft
Hexaware Technologies
Hinduja Global Solutions
Hindustan Unilever
Hi-Tech Outsourcing Services
HP Global e Business Operations
HSBC Electronic Data Processing
India
HUGHES SYSTIQUE INDIA
Hyperquality India
HyTech Professionals India
IBM India
IBM-Daksh
IBS SOFTWARE SERVICES
Ideas Inc Management
IDG VENTURES INDIA ADVISORS
IDS INFOTECH
iGATE
IIC TECHNOLOGIES
iInterchange Systems
iNautix Technologies India
INDIAGAMES

Indian Railway Catering & Tourism
Corporation
Indus Valley Partners India
INDUSA INFOTECH SERVICES
INFOPRO INDIA
Infosoft Global
INFOSYS BPO
Infosys Technologies
Infotech Enterprises
INFOZECH SOFTWARE
INFRASOFT TECHNOLOGIES
Inlogic Bizcom
Inmage Sytems
Insoft.Com
Integra Software Services
Integreon
Intel Corporation
Intelenet Global Services
Inteliment Technologies India
INTELLICOM CONTACT CENTERS
Intergraph Consulting
International Business Wales
Interra Information Technologies
Intuit Technology
IONIDEA India
Irevna, a division of CRISIL
iSOFT
ITCube Solutions
i-Vista Digital Solutions
IVIZ Techno Solutions
Ivy Comptech
J.P. MORGAN SERVICES INDIA
JK TECHNOSOFT
Kaavian Systems
Karvy Global Services
Kayko Infotech
Keane India
KPIT CUMMINS INFOSYSTEMS
KPMG
Kumaran Systems
L&T Infotech
Limtex Infotech
Liqvid eLearning Services
Lister Technologies
Logica India
Macmillan Publishing Solutions
Magic Software
Magnon Solutions
Mahindra Satyam
Mahindra Satyam BPO
Mahindra Special Services Group
MAINTEC TECHNOLOGIES

MANGALAM INFORMATION
TECHONOLOGIES
Mann-India Technolgoies
Mastek
McAfee Software
Medusind Solutions
Metacube Software
MetLife Global Operations Support
Center
Micro Technologies India
Microland
Microsoft Corporation India
Microsoft India R&D
Midland Credit Management India
MIEL e- Security
MINDCREST India
Mindlogicx Infotech
MindRiver Information
Technologies
Mindtech
MindTree Wireless
Misys Software Solutions
Mjunction Services
Mobera Systems
MONARCH 
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Morgan Stanley
Motif India Infotech
Mresult Services
Mynd Solutions
NCS Soft Solutions
Net Vigil Software
Netmagic Solutions
Network Systems & Technologies
Nevis Networks India
Newage Software and Solutions
NEWRIVER SOFTWARE SERVICES
NIIT
NIIT Technologies
NOMURA SERVICES INDIA
Northern Operating Services
NOUS Infosystems
Novartis Healthcare
Novell Sotware Development India
Ntrust Infotech
Nucleus Software Exports Limited
Olive E-Business
Omnitech Info Solutions
Ontrack Systems
Onward Technologies
Oracle Financial Services Software
Oracle India
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ORBIS Financial Corporation
Oriental Bank of Commerce
Pan Business Lists
Pan India Consultants
Patni Computers Systems
Peri Software Solutions
Perot Systems TSI India
Pfizer Accelerated Solutions Centre
PHi Business Solution
Philips Electronics India
Polaris Software Lab
Pradot Technologies
Prakash Software Solutions
Pratham Software
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Progressive Infotech
Promantra Synergy Solutions
Prominds Consulting
Protiviti Consulting Private
Prudente Solution
PTC Software India
QuantumLink Communications
Quatrro Business Support Services
Quest Global
QuisLex Legal Services
R Systems International
Rategain IT Solutions
Records & Data Warehousing
Relativity Technologies
Reliance BPO
Religare Technova IT Services
Rishabh Software
RM Education Solutions India
Robert Bosch Engineering and
Business Solutions
Robosoft Technolgies
Rose IT Solutions
Saama Technologies India
SAAMA TECHNOLOGIES India
SafeNet India
SAI BPO Services
Saigun
Sankhyaa Learning
Sapient Corporation
Sapple Systems
SARK Infotech
SatNav Technologies
Savvion India
Scope E-Knowledge Center
SEAL INFOTECH

Seasia Consulting
Seclore Technology
Secova eServices
Secure Matrix India
SecureKeys Consulting
Sella Synergy India Private
Servion Global Solutions
Servion Global Solutions
Siemens Information Processing
Services
Sierra Atlantic Software Services
Skelta Software
Smart Cube India
Snap-On Business Solutions India
SNS Technologies
Soft Prodigy System Solutions
Software Associates
Sonata Software
Sony India
Sony India Software Center
SourcePro Infotech
SpadeWorx Software Services
Spheris India
SPML Technologies
State Bank of Hyderabad
Sterling Commerce Solutions India
Sterling Information Resources
India
Sterlite Industries
Suma Soft
Sun Knowledge
Sun Life India Service Centre
Sundaram Infotech Solutions
SunTec Business Solutions
Supersoft Consultants
Supervalu Services India
support.com India
Suresoft Systems
SYBASE SOFTWARE INDIA
Symbiosys Technologies
Symphony Marketing Solutions
Symphony Services
SYNTEL
Synygy India
Systems Valley
SYSTIME
Tally Solutions
Tasaa Netcom
Tata Consultancy Services
Tata Elxsi

TaurusQuest Services
Tech Mahindra
TECHNOFORTE SOFTWARE
TechProcess Solutions
Telemune Software Solutions
Tenth Planet Technologies
Thomson Corporation
(International)
Timken Engg. and Research
Company
Tooltech Global Engineering
Topsource Global Solutions
Transcontinental e-Services
Trigent Software
TTP Technology India
TUV INDIA
UNISYS GLOBAL SERVICES INDIA
United Health Group Information
Unitforce Technologies Consulting
Valuelabs
ValueNotes Database
Valuesource Technologies
Venture Infotek Global
VERISIGN SERVICES INDIA
Verizon Data Services India
Versant Technologies
Vidyatech Solutions
Virtusa
VISTA InfoSec
Viteous Capital Market Services
Vodafone India Services
Volvo India
VXL eTech
Web Access India
Webdunia.Com India
Wells Fargo India Solutions
Williams Lea India
Wipro
Wipro BPO
Wisdom InfoTech
WNS Global Services
Xpanxion International
XSYSYS TECHNOLOGIES
Yamaha Motor Solutions India
Yodlee Infotech
Zed-Axis Technologies
Zenith Software
Zensar Technologies
Zenta
Zeta Softech
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